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central point in the borderers' morality was their faithfulness
to their word. To religion they seem to have been indifferent.
Though they showed little respect for the great Border Abbeys,
they remained Roman Catholic rather longer than the rest of
Scotland. Their paganism was notorious, especially their belief
in magic spells. Scott quotes Bishop Nicholson, writing in
the early eighteenth century about "the natural superstition
of our borderers at this day, who are much better acquainted
with and do more firmly believe, their old legendary stories
of fairies and witches, than the articles of the creed".
The group of Border ballads, which includes "Willie
Mackintosh", "Dick o the Cow", "Jock o the side", "Jamie
Telfer in the Fair Dodhead", and "Hobie Noble", shows a
fairly close reflection of this maquis life, although Scott's
romanticism sometimes colours the versions he printed. They
are about cattle-stealing and rescues from gaol; deception is
praised as highly as valour; family loyalty and pride are
paramount:
Wee are brothers childer nine or ten,
And sisters children ten or eleven.
We neuer came to the feild to fight,
But the worst of us was counted a man.
(187 A, 24.)
"Johnie Cock" (114), vaguer in setting and richer in folklore,
is based on the blood-feud, perhaps of an earlier period.
Aberdeenshire, the county most fertile in ballad versions,
seems to have had very similar conditions in the sixteenth
century, as can be seen from the background to "Edom o
Gordon" (178), another great ballad about the blood-feud.
The story comes from an incident in the struggle between
the Gordons and their rival clan, the Forbes. In 1571,
Adam Gordon sent Captain Thomas against one of the
Forbes houses. The lady refused to surrender and was burnt
with her household. Another Aberdeenshire feud is recorded
in "The Fire of Frendraught" (196).
Altogether, nearly 60 of Child's 305 ballads are about
violent incidents, forays, and feats of arms, and most of these

